PRESENT: Dale Wymore (Business Services), Fletcher Alexander (Sustainable Development), Eli Goodsell (AS Sustainability), Kaitlin Haley (AS Environmental), Marie Patterson (FMS), Richard Perrelli (Environmental Health & Safety), Duane McCune (Procurement), Michael McNairn (Procurement), Elizabeth Ritter (CCC Assistant), Durbin Sayers (FMS), Melissa Taylor (Accounting Operations), Jesus Torres (AS Recycling)

NOT PRESENT: Heather Long (Property Management), Gloria Torbeck (Housing), Whitney Wright (SCOOP)

Approved Minutes 3-24-14

1. Business
   a. 2012-2013 Recommendations:
      i. Trash and Recycling Bin Plan-
         1. Dale presented re-vote for Bin Standardization Pilot Project to committee.
            a. Committee discussed bin ergonomics and front loading access.
            b. Committee selected 3in1 bin.
   b. Campus Sustainability Plan:
      i. Fletcher presented 2020 midterm objectives for Waste.
         1. Committee discussed and agreed to midterm objectives as follows; each division and auxiliary of the campus will continue to reduce waste to landfill in the most cost-effective manner to a campus-wide level 85% below 2006 levels, measured in pounds per person per day.
   c. Announcements:
      i. Fletcher announced Earth Day events on campus this week.
      ii. Jesus announced new AS Recycling baler.
      iii. Marie Patterson announced her resignation from the committee as of May 9th, 2014.

2. Next Meeting – May 19, 2014 at 2:00 pm, BMU Room 304.